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Live hard, f*ck harder and make their own rules. Those are the cornerstones the six Men of Haven bleed by: takingLive hard, f*ck harder and make their own rules. Those are the cornerstones the six Men of Haven bleed by: taking
what they want, always watching each other's backs, and loving the women they claim with unyielding tendernesswhat they want, always watching each other's backs, and loving the women they claim with unyielding tenderness
and fierce passion.  and fierce passion.  

Zeke Dugan is not a man who walks the straight and narrow. He may have sworn an oath as a trauma doc, but he has

zero problem leveraging his medical skills outside a hospital if it means giving his family an advantage. Blood before

business. All that changes when shy Gabrielle stumbles into his life. 

Mechanic Gabrielle Parker prefers the complexities of an engine over men. Her life wasn't always quiet and well-

ordered, but now that it is, she finds peace in the solitude. When a robbery in her neighborhood forces her out of her

safe bubble, she never fathoms that a dangerous, cocky trauma doctor will fix more than her injuries. 

Zeke doesn't play by the rules but is exactly what Gabrielle needs in her life. He'll show her the fierce and

uncompromising protection that comes from belonging to a man like him. No one will hurt his woman, even if it

means putting the very men who saved his life at risk. 

This book is approximately 95,000 words 

One-click with confidence. This title is part of the Carina Press Romance PromiseCarina Press Romance Promise: all the romance you're looking for
with an HEA/HFN. It's a promise!
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